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Abstract
SDSS-V will be an all-sky, multi-epoch spectroscopic survey of over six million objects. It is de-
signed to decode the history of the Milky Way Galaxy (MW), trace the emergence of the chemical
elements, reveal the inner workings of stars, and investigate the origin of planets. It will also cre-
ate an integral-field spectroscopic map of the interstellar gas in the Galaxy and the Local Group
that is 1,000 times larger than the current state of the art and at high enough spatial resolution to
reveal the self-regulation mechanisms of galactic ecosystems. SDSS-V will pioneer systematic,
spectroscopic monitoring across the whole sky, revealing changes on timescales from 20 minutes
to 20 years. The survey will thus track the flickers, flares, and radical transformations of the most
luminous persistent objects in the universe: massive black holes growing at the centers of galaxies.
The scope and flexibility of SDSS-V will be unique among both extant and anticipated spec-
troscopic surveys: it is all-sky, with matched survey infrastructures in both hemispheres; it provides
near-infrared and optical multi-object fiber spectroscopy that is rapidly reconfigurable to serve high
target densities, targets of opportunity, and time-domain monitoring; and it provides optical, ultra-
wide-field integral field spectroscopy. SDSS-V, with its programs anticipated to start in 2020,
will be perfectly timed to multiply the scientific output from major space missions (e.g., TESS,
Gaia, Spektr-RG–eROSITA) and ground-based projects. SDSS-V builds on the 25-year heritage of
SDSS’s advances in data analysis, collaboration spirit and infrastructure, and product deliverables
in astronomy. The project is now refining its science scope, optimizing the survey strategies, and
developing new hardware that builds on the SDSS-IV infrastructure. We present here an overview
of the current state of these developments. SDSS-V is actively seeking to build its consortium of
institutional and individual members for a worldwide, partner-driven collaboration.
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1. The Sky is Enormous and It Varies: Why Astrophysics Needs Panoptic Spectroscopy
The progression of sky surveys that have benefited all areas of astrophysics has, as its logical
conclusion, a survey of the entire sky at as many energies as possible. Since many of the sources
in the sky are changing — in brightness, in color, in position — multiple epochs of these maps are
needed to understand fully the nature of the objects we see.
Scientifically, there are at least three basic arguments for all-sky astrophysical surveys.
• Both the closest sources (e.g., exoplanets and their hosts, low-mass dwarf stars) and the most
distant, high-redshift sources are distributed uniformly across the entire sky. Therefore exo-
planet research and cosmology, as the cornerstones spanning modern astrophysics, natively
rely on all-sky surveys. Whenever one is seeking the best, brightest, or most interesting
example of such astrophysical phenomena, it could be anywhere in the sky.
• The Milky Way Galaxy is the single best “model organism” that we have for studying the
inner workings of galaxy formation and evolution, as well as an exquisite laboratory in which
to study the physics of stars from their birth to their end. The MW is the ultimate all-sky
object, where neither Northern nor Southern hemisphere alone can possibly reveal the whole
story.
• The orbital requirements and scanning geometry of multi-year space survey missions nat-
urally enable coverage of the entire celestial globe: from microwaves (COBE, WMAP,
Planck), to the infrared (IRAS, WISE), optical (Gaia, soon TESS), UV (Galex), all the way
to X-rays (ROSAT, soon eROSITA) and gamma rays (Swift, Fermi). The scientific value of
these costly but valuable data sets can be greatly enhanced by ground-based observations,
which naturally should then be all-sky.
To date, all-sky surveys — from space or from the ground — have been imaging surveys. There
has never been a survey providing high-quality spectra across the complete sky1. The SDSS-V
Project now sets out to pioneer this “panoptic2 spectroscopy” by providing the first homogeneous
survey of multi-object spectroscopy (MOS) for millions of sources spread across the entire sky.3
Furthermore, many sources in the sky (perhaps most, if one is looking closely enough) are
changing with time, moving through space and/or changing flux and color for a wide range of in-
teresting physical reasons. Examples of periodic phenomena include planets that occult their hosts,
stars that oscillate, and close binary components that deform each other. Transient phenomena en-
compass the incessant ringing and death throes of stars, magnetic flaring, and variations in black
hole accretion rates. The time domain has been recognized as one of the great astrophysical fron-
tiers of our time; this interest is reflected in the enormous investments in the space missions Kepler,
Gaia, TESS, and PLATO, and the ground-based surveys PTF, PS1, ZTF, and LSST. At heart, all of
these projects are time-domain imaging surveys. There has not been a comparably coherent effort
to systematically explore and exploit the time domain with spectroscopy. The second key aspect of
SDSS-V involves expanding its panoptic spectroscopy to include multi-epoch survey spectroscopy.
1The Gaia mission’s RVS takes spectra for a subset of bright targets across a limited spectral range.
2panoptic: presenting a comprehensive or encompassing view of the whole
3http://www.sdss.org/future/
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Fig. 1.— A schematic representation of SDSS-V: an all-sky, multi-epoch spectroscopic facility and its sci-
ence programs. Survey operations will be carried out in two hemispheres, at Apache Point Observatory (APO) and
Las Campanas Observatory (LCO). Multi-object fiber spectroscopy will be obtained with two 2.5m telescopes, each
feeding a near-IR APOGEE spectrograph (300 fibers, R ∼ 22,000) and an optical BOSS spectrograph (500 fibers,
R∼ 2,000); this configuration enables a sky-survey rate of∼40 deg2 hr−1. Ultra-wide field integral field spectroscopy
will be performed mostly with smaller telescopes at these observatories, with ∼2,000-fiber bundles feeding three op-
tical spectrographs in each hemisphere. This schematic also outlines the three primary science programs: the Milky
Way Mapper, drawing on both APOGEE (red) and BOSS (blue) spectra; the Black Hole Mapper, acquiring BOSS
spectra of fainter targets; and the Local Volume Mapper, performing IFU mapping of the ionized ISM in the MW and
nearby galaxies.
Further, many astrophysical phenomena do not lend themselves to being parsed into sets of
discrete sources to be observed by multi-object spectroscopy. These phenomena call for contiguous
spectral mapping, or integral-field spectroscopy (IFS), over a wide range of angular and physical
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scales. Pushing IFS to the all-sky regime is even more daunting than all-sky MOS, as evidenced
by the fact that the largest contiguous (optical) IFS maps of the sky cover only 0.001% of it. SDSS-
V’s third central goal is to bring IFS to a regime of mapping an appreciable portion (>3000 deg2,
∼8%) of the sky with optical data-cubes.
SDSS-V will enable high-quality, near-IR and optical MOS observations of over 6×106 ob-
jects across the entire sky, with homogeneous multi-epoch spectroscopy for about one million of
them, and it will carry out ultra-wide-field IFS mapping across more than 3000 deg2 of the sky.
These advances can only be achieved with a suitable combination of hardware and survey strat-
egy. They require wide-field telescopes and the possibility to re-acquire new spectroscopic targets
rapidly (e.g., every 15 minutes), with a focus on bright sources for MOS and on emission lines for
IFS. SDSS-V will meet these requirements by building on the infrastructure, instrumentation, sur-
vey operational expertise, and collaboration heritage of the Sloan Digital Sky Surveys I-IV (SDSS;
York et al. 2000; Eisenstein et al. 2011; Blanton et al. 2017), as well as constructing new hardware
based on proven technology (Figure 1).
This extensive survey infrastructure will enable the first panoptic spectroscopic survey, com-
prising three primary survey programs (Section 2). The Milky Way Mapper (MWM; Section 2.1)
will provide a) a global spectroscopic map of the MW, using near-IR MOS concentrated at low
Galactic latitudes; b) a multi-epoch stellar astrophysics survey, focused on interesting targets of
Gaia and TESS; and c) a multi-epoch survey of young, massive stars throughout the Galaxy. The
Black Hole Mapper (BHM; Section 2.2) will focus on long-term, time-domain studies of AGN,
including direct measurement of black hole masses and changing-look quasars, and on the optical
characterization of eROSITA X-ray sources. The Local Volume Mapper (LVM; Section 2.3) will
provide the first integral field spectral map, spanning the full optical window, of the bulk of the
MW disk, the Magellanic Clouds, the Andromeda Galaxy, and other galaxies in the Local Volume.
Table 1 presents the basic survey parameters of the three Mappers.
Program Science Targets NObjects and/orSky Area
Primary Spectral
Range and Hardware Primary Science Goals
Milky Way
Mapper
(MWM)
Stars across the
Milky Way
>6M stars; all-
sky
IR; APOGEE
(R∼ 22,000) with
fiber-positioning system
Understanding the for-
mation of the Milky Way
and the physics of its
stars
Black Hole
Mapper
(BHM)
Primarily
supermassive
black holes
>400,000
sources; all-sky
Optical; e.g., BOSS
(R∼ 2000) with
fiber-positioning system
Probing black hole
growth and mapping the
X-ray sky
Local Volume
Mapper
(LVM)
ISM & stellar
populations in
the MW, Local
Group, and
nearby galaxies
>25M contigu-
ous spectra over
3,000 deg2
Optical; new integral
field spectrographs
covering 3600-10000A˚
at R∼ 4000
Exploring galaxy for-
mation and regulation
by star formation; feed-
back, enrichment, &
ISM physics
Table 1: A summary of the SDSS-V Mapper programs: Milky Way Mapper, Black Hole Mapper, and Local Volume
Mapper.
In Section 3 we describe the survey implementation, while the upcoming preparatory devel-
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opments and the collaboration building is discussed in Section 4. We provide an outlook of the
survey prospects in Section 5.
2. The SDSS-V Mapper Components
2.1. Milky Way Mapper
The ecosystem of stars, gas, dust, and dark matter in large galaxies like the MW has been
shaped over billions of years by a variety of physical processes that operate across an enormous
range of physical scales. Despite this complexity in galaxy formation, we now observe a population
of galaxies that is very ordered, despite galaxy masses spanning from hundreds of stars to a hundred
billion stars. Explaining how such regularity emerges in a cosmological context from such complex
and varied physics is a central challenge of modern astrophysics. The Milky Way Mapper (MWM)
survey will exploit our unique perspective within our Galaxy to address this issue by creating a
unique global Galactic map that encompasses the evolutionary record contained in its stars and
interstellar material (ISM).
Fig. 2.— Evolution of SDSS on-sky target density: Left: SDSS-IV field map, in Galactic coordinates. The colored
dots show regions of the sky targeted by SDSS-IV’s MaNGA, eBOSS, and APOGEE-2 (orange) and APOGEE-2 only
(yellow, green, and blue). There are no data where the background image is visible. Right: Density map of SDSS-V’s
spectroscopic targets (objects per square degree). The analysis of the data from the sparse but deep sampling provided
by earlier generations of SDSS allows us to exploit new technologies and analysis techniques to cover the entire sky
contiguously with spectra in SDSS-V.
To truly utilize our MW as a galaxy model organism, surveys must trace the entire hierar-
chy of structure within the Galaxy with maps that are global, contiguous, and densely sampled
throughout the (largely dust-obscured) disk- and bulge-dominated regions of the stellar MW. High
quality spectra of stars are rich with information about their basic physical parameters, including
their ages, chemistry, and kinematics. Interstellar spectral lines probe the composition and dy-
namics of the MW’s gas and dust, from which new stars are forming. These properties provide
the best approaches to quantitatively test models of the most uncertain galaxy formation physics
(Rix & Bovy 2013; Bland-Hawthorn & Gerhard 2016). Within the MWM program, the Galactic
Genesis Survey (GGS) will produce the first spectroscopic stellar map that is contiguous, densely
sampled, and all-sky but focused on the low Galactic latitudes where most stars lie, and which
includes detailed information on each star and its foreground ISM. With its near-IR, multi-epoch
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spectroscopy through the entire Galactic plane, SDSS-V will also significantly expand the spectro-
scopic census of young stars in the MW, characterizing their masses, ages, multiplicity, etc., thus
painting a global picture of the “recent Galaxy.”
Fig. 3.— Evolution of SDSS in-plane Galactic target density: Midplane target surface density of the recent
APOGEE DR14 catalog (left) and MWM’s Galactic Genesis Survey (GGS; right). The maps show a face-on schematic
of the Milky Way (credit: NASA/JPL-Caltech/R. Hurt) beneath target density contours. The Sun is located 8 kpc from
the center of the Galaxy, at (X ,Y = −8.0,0.0). Light gray contours show areas with observed/anticipated stars at
surface densities <10 per (100 pc)2; colored contours follow the colorbar. These contours only contain stars within
500 pc of the midplane, summing to 1.5× 105 in APOGEE DR14 and 3.6× 106 stars in GGS. For APOGEE, we
show stars with distances reported in the APOGEE DR14 Distance Value Added Catalog, which represent ∼95% of
all main survey targets. We note that ongoing APOGEE-2 observations will fill in the fourth quadrant of the Galaxy.
Distance distributions for SDSS-V targets were calculated using a mock GGS observation of the Galaxia model of the
MW (Sharma et al. 2011) and a 3D extinction map (Bovy et al. 2016).
MWM will take advantage of several factors to produce this remarkable data set: Gaia pho-
tometry and astrometry, the all-sky coverage of SDSS-V, the rapid target allocation enabled by the
robotic fiber positioner (Section 3.1), the APOGEE spectrographs’ IR wavelength coverage and
resolution, the large FOV of the APO and LCO telescopes (Section 3.1), and novel spectral analy-
sis techniques. GGS’s rapid, wide-angle survey mode is enabled by its focus on bright (H < 11),
yet intrinsically luminous (and thus distant) sources. These include variable star distance indica-
tors such as Cepheids and Mira variables (cataloged by, e.g., VVV; Minniti et al. 2010), which
fall within GGS’s magnitude limits even when in the disk beyond the bulge. GGS’s immediate
product will be a Galactic census of stellar orbits, ages, and detailed abundances as a function of
three-dimensional position across the entire Milky Way disk and bulge. GGS will collect spectra
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from more than 5 million stars across the full sky, most of them from a contiguous area of &3,000
deg2 in the Galactic midplane (Figures 2 and 3; Table 2). These data will provide the means to
address numerous long-standing questions, including the dominant formation mechanisms of the
MW, hierarchical accretion, radial migration, and the place of the MW in a cosmological context.
Fig. 4.— Stellar astrophysical targets in the MWM: The (J−K) color and absolute J magnitude of 0.001% of
the ∼1 billion stars that Gaia will observe, color-coded by their expected ages based on a Besanc¸on Galaxy model
(Robin et al. 2003). The wide range of ages of the red giants provides a perfectly-suited exploration space for the
MWM (Section 2.1), given that we can determine their asteroseismic-calibrated ages. The luminous hot stars in the
upper left ionize the gas seen by the LVM in the Milky Way (Section 2.3), and the cool dwarfs on the lower right yield
prime hunting ground for rocky planets in the habitable zone, whose host stars must be carefully characterized. The
stars marked in bright colors represent those that are within 100 pc of the Sun and therefore part of the MWM’s solar
neighborhood census. The lowest-mass stars will be a major component of this census, especially since subsequent
Gaia catalogs will have distances for much fainter stars than Data Release 1 does. The gray points with MJ > 10 mark
white dwarfs with Gaia DR1 distances; the number of these “cinders” of low-mass stars will increase by a factor of
105 as Gaia continues. With knowledge of the white dwarf initial mass-final mass relation, ages can determined for
these as well.
The rigorous interpretation of GGS’s data will ultimately rely on understanding the complete
lifecycle of stars from birth to death, including multi-star systems (e.g., Raghavan et al. 2010;
Ducheˆne & Kraus 2013). However, many questions remain about these lifecycles: What deter-
mines the mass and multiplicity of stellar systems? How does multiplicity affect stellar evolution?
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What is the relationship between stellar and planetary properties (e.g., Brugamyer et al. 2011;
Adibekyan et al. 2013)? How does nucleosynthesis proceed throughout the lifetimes and death
throes of different kinds of stars?
Fig. 5.— SDSS-V’s stellar companion mass sensitivity: The minimum companion mass SDSS-V can detect in
systems with a range of periods and primary masses, in the context of several scientifically interesting regimes. For
example, the left-most region has a high minimum mass because systems there have undergone common envelope
evolution, and there must be at least one white dwarf to survive. We have indicated the area where stars becoming red
giants swallow their closest companions. Faint white dwarfs will need to have∼15 km s−1 RV variability to be detected
by the optical BOSS spectrographs. This precision is well matched to the RV amplitudes of several 100 km s−1 in
double-white dwarf binaries. The “WD Line” shows the minimum mass of an unseen companion around a WD, and
we can clearly detect neutron star and black hole companions out to a period of many months. The “Gaia Line” shows
the minimum secondary mass detectable by Gaia around a 0.2 M star at a distance of 250 pc. This illustrates how
Gaia and SDSS-V complement each other: astrometry becomes increasingly powerful at long periods, spectra at short
periods. Gray areas will be explored statistically, but we will not have full orbital information for systems in these
regions.
The key data to understanding such outstanding questions of stellar astrophysics are long dura-
tion, high precision, time-series photometry and spectroscopy of large, carefully-selected samples
of single- and multiple-star systems. In particular, asteroseismology and absolute flux measure-
ments (e.g., from Kepler and TESS, and Gaia, respectively; see Campante et al. 2016; Huber et al.
2017; Stevens et al. 2017) have recently emerged as game-changers in terms of deepening our
understanding of stellar astrophysics—literally, by letting us peer past the previous limit of stellar
photospheres. SDSS-V will use its panoptic spectral capabilities for a comprehensive investigation
of Stellar Astrophysics (SA) and of Stellar System Architecture (SSA) over a range of 104 in the
masses of stars that belong to binaries, 0.5 hours to >12 years in orbital period, and a few pc to
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>15 kpc in distance from the Sun. The overarching goal of these programs is to consistently and
comprehensively measure mass, age, chemical composition, internal structure, rotation, and the
presence of companions for vast samples of stars across the color-magnitude diagram (Figure 4).
The SA program will include observations necessary for precise age measurements of giant
stars with asteroseismic detections (e.g., Martig et al. 2016); observations of massive stars to con-
strain the true relationships between masses, radii, rotation, and internal mixing; observations of
several thousands of white dwarfs to improve our understanding of their evolution and mass return
to the ISM; observations of deeply embedded stellar clusters, caught in the act of forming stars at
numerous stages; and observations of a volume-limited sample of stars within ∼100 pc. The SSA
program will target tens of thousands of multiple-body systems across a diverse range of Galactic
environments, with a wide range of periods and primary masses (Figure 5). SSA seeks to explain
the dependence of multiplicity on stellar mass and environment, the frequency and properties of
binary systems with compact objects that give rise to explosive events and gravitational waves
(e.g., The LIGO Scientific Collaboration et al. 2017), and the effect of host system composition
on exoplanet frequency and habitability. See Table 2 for more details on targeting for the SA and
SSA programs.
2.2. Black Hole Mapper
Quasars/AGN4 are among the most luminous objects in the Universe. Powered by accretion
onto supermassive black holes (SMBHs) at the centers of galaxies, quasars are beacons marking
and tracing the growth of black holes across cosmic distance and time. The tight correlations
between the masses of these central SMBHs and the properties of their hosts (e.g., Kormendy &
Ho 2013) demonstrate a clear connection between the formation of the stellar component of a
galaxy and the growth of its central BH. This connection means that quasar studies are not only
critical for understanding SMBHs and their accretion physics, but are also closely linked to galaxy
formation and evolution being explored by SDSS-V’s MWM (Section 2.1) and LVM (Section 2.3).
Quasar variability, which can occur across the entire electromagnetic spectrum and on time
scales of hours to decades, encodes information on the structure, dynamics, and evolution of emit-
ting regions, even in areas too small to resolve spatially with any telescope for the foreseeable
future. Nearly all quasars also produce energetic X-ray emission, largely from these inner regions
close to the SMBH, that is generally less affected by intervening obscuration and thus provides di-
agnostics complementary to those at longer wavelengths. Observational tests of BH/quasar theory
therefore require three primary measurements: precise mass constraints, multi-wavelength SEDs,
and a detailed characterization of variability (Figure 6). SDSS-V’s Black Hole Mapper (BHM)
will provide these measurements for a large sample of quasars by adding wide-area, multi-epoch
optical spectroscopy (Table 3) to the current and upcoming time-domain optical imaging projects
and to the next-generation of X-ray surveys (e.g., ZTF, LSST, and eROSITA).
The past few decades have witnessed the success of using quasar time-domain variability
4Historically, “quasars” and “Active Galactic Nuclei (AGN)” describe different classes of objects, but here we
use them interchangeably in recognition of the fact that they both describe accreting supermassive black holes (e.g.,
Merloni 2016).
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Galactic Genesis & Stellar Astrophysics Targeting Classes
Instrument Selection NTargets NEpochs Comments
Galactic Genesis Survey: mapping the dusty disk
APOGEE H<11, G−H > 3.5 4,800,000 1 dust-extinguished disk
APOGEE |z|< 200 pc, H<11, d<5 kpc 125,000 1 to complete high-res ISM map
Binaries with Compact Objects: enumerating the populations of binaries with white dwarfs, neutron stars, or black holes,
selected by variability
BOSS PTF, ZTF, Gaia variability 30,000 3 binaries with WDs, NSs, and BHs
BOSS Gaia parallaxes 30,000 1 wide WD+MS/RGB binaries
Solar Neighborhood Census: observing all stars within 100 pc, giving the best probe of low-mass stars, whether in single or
binary systems
APOGEE,
BOSS
d<100 pc, G < 20, H < 12 400,000 2 1000× increase in volume & stars
White Dwarf Chronicle: using white dwarfs and their evolved companions to measure the SFH and age-metallicity relation
BOSS G < 20 300,000 3 15× increase in sample size
TESS Exoplanet Host Candidates: observing all TESS short-cadence targets in the CVZs
APOGEE H ≤ 13.3 300,000 1–8 all short-cadence targets & planet hosts
Binaries Across the Galaxy: measuring environmental dependence of binary fraction in the disk, bulge, halo, and stellar
clusters; probing the brown-dwarf desert beyond solar-type stars
APOGEE
H<13.4, NEpoch ≥ 6 by the
start of SDSS-V
60,000 6–18
gives orbits with 24–40 epochs for all targets
with long APOGEE baselines
Gaia Astrometric Binaries: characterizing rare systems that have good astrometric orbits but limited other information,
from Gaia’s sample of > 10 million stars
APOGEE,
BOSS
d < 3 kpc 200,000 1 rare types of systems
TESS Red Giant Variability: measuring spectroscopic properties for red giants in TESS that have seismic and/or granulation
lightcurve signatures
APOGEE H < 12.5 250,000 1 stars with at least 80 days of TESS observation
Massive, Convective Core Stars: combining dynamic and asteroseismic measurements of binary OBAF stars in the TESS CVZs
and characterizing their multiplicity
APOGEE
H < 12
200,000 2 detection of single vs. binary systems
APOGEE 500 25 >10× increase in current sample size
Young Stellar Objects: quantifying the stellar populations in star-forming regions, including identifying sources of ionizing
radiation and characterizing the binary frequency
APOGEE H < 12, d < 1 kpc 20,000 12 nearby star-formation regions
APOGEE H < 12 3,500 8 high-mass star-formation regions
APOGEE H < 12, |b|< 2◦ 10,000 2 massive young stars in the Galactic Plane
APOGEE H < 13 10,000 2 Central Molecular Zone
Table 2: Current targeting strategy for the subsamples in the GG, SA, and SSA components of the MWM (Sec-
tion 2.1). Note that the targeting details are still being optimized.
to constrain basic models of quasars. A prime example is reverberation mapping5 (RM) of the
broad emission line region (BLR). RM delays measure the typical sizes of the BLR and, when
combined with the velocity width of the broad emission lines, allow a virial estimate of the BH
mass, the most fundamental of all BH parameters. Large, representative samples of quasars with
robust spectroscopic variability studies have not yet been assembled (e.g., Vestergaard 2011), and
5In RM, we measure the time delay between variability in the ionizing continuum from the accretion disk and its
“echo” from the BLR (e.g., Blandford & McKee 1982; Peterson 1993).
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the power of spectral variability to constrain quasar models has been insufficiently explored.
SDSS-III and -IV demonstrated the potential of this approach (e.g., Shen et al. 2015; Grier
et al. 2017), and SDSS-V’s BHM will exploit this potential on “industrial scales.” Spectroscopic
RM sampling hundreds of epochs to determine precise BH masses will be performed for ∼1,000–
1,500 quasars with a range of redshifts (0.1< z< 4.5) and luminosities (Lbol∼ 1045−1047 ergs−1),
an increase of ∼25× the historical sample of nearby, low-luminosity AGN with RM-determined
masses. With a more modest number of epochs (a few to a dozen per target, yielding final base-
lines spanning months to a decade), BHM will also characterize the optical spectral variability of
approximately 25,000 quasars, illuminating the astrophysics of SMBH accretion disks, dynamical
changes in the BLRs, signatures of binary BHs, and the properties of quasar outflows. In addition,
Fig. 6.— Schematic of the innermost regions around a quasar’s central supermassive black hole (BH): the
X-ray corona, accretion disk, and broad-line region (BLR). SDSS-V will explore the physics of supermassive BH
accretion and dynamics with three parallel approaches: reverberation mapping, eROSITA follow-up, and multi-epoch
spectroscopy (top three panels). Top left: an example of time delays (Pei et al. 2017) between UV/optical continua
from the accretion disk and emission line flux from the BLR, which yields the BH mass. Top center: the eROSITA
X-ray telescope that, combined with SDSS-V spectra, will conduct a census of X-ray/optical properties for > 105
quasars. Top right: an example of multi-epoch spectra (Liu et al. 2014) that reveal a marked change in the broad-line
profile for a quasar over a rest-frame time baseline of 8.3 years. This change, similar to those the BHM will provide
for large numbers of quasars, is a probe of dynamical processes within the BLR.
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SDSS-V Black Hole Mapper Targeting
Science Goals Primary Selection Density [deg−2] Ntargets Nepochs
Reverberation mapping,
BH masses
Optical QSOs, i < 20 30–50 1,500 174
BH accretion and outflow astro-
physics, changing look quasars
Optical QSOs, i < 19 10 25,000 3–13
eROSITA follow-up, AGN, X-ray
binaries, galaxy clusters
fX−ray ≥ 2.5 × 10−14
erg s−1 cm−2, i < 21.5 20–50 400,000 1–3
Table 3: Scope of the BHM program to be carried out with, e.g., optical BOSS spectrographs in two hemispheres.
studies of “changing-look” AGN (in which the broad lines around the AGN either appear or dis-
appear; Figure 7) comprise a burgeoning field that challenges standard accretion disk theory (e.g.,
LaMassa et al. 2017); many of these intriguing sources will also be discovered in the BHM’s repeat
spectroscopy program.
Fig. 7.— Spectral comparison of two epochs for a “changing look” quasar (CLQ): (a)
SDSS J101152.98+544206.4, identified in the TDSS (Runnoe et al. 2016), is a z = 0.246 quasar that dimmed by
∼0.5 mag over about 500 days in the rest frame (MJDs 52652–57073), especially in the blue part of the spectrum.
In the lower panels, spectral decomposition is shown for the bright and dim epochs around the Balmer jump region
(panels (b) and (c), respectively) and for the Hβ /[O III]/Fe II region (panels (d) and (e)). Colors denote data (black),
uncertainties (gray), total best-fitting model (red), old and young stellar templates (yellow, orange), power-law contin-
uum (green), and emission lines (blue). In the dim state, the host stellar populations are highly prominent, while the
broad emission lines have nearly disappeared. SDSS-V quasar time-domain spectroscopy will systematically probe
for such surprising accretion-state transitions in a far larger survey of quasars.
In addition, despite the high X-ray luminosity of nearly all AGN, we do not fully understand
the physical origin of the tight coupling between the hot X-ray corona and the “cold” accretion disk.
This is mostly due to the limited size of X-ray AGN samples compiled with the X-ray telescopes
having the necessary sensitivity (Chandra, XMM-Newton) but relatively small FOVs. However,
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Fig. 8.— Comparison of the X-ray luminosity and redshift coverage of AGN surveys: The larger and denser
the coverage in this parameter space, the more stringent the constraints that can be placed on the history of accretion
onto SMBHs in the Universe. The central plot compares SDSS-V’s eROSITA follow-up program (orange contours;
∼316,000 targets) and current state-of-the art AGN surveys: SDSS-IV/SPIDERS (blue; ∼4600 targets) and a com-
pilation of deep Chandra and XMM-Newton fields (black; CDFS, CDFN, COSMOS, Lockman Hole, XMM-XXL;
∼4000 targets). The top and right histograms show the number of AGN expected in each of these samples. Note the
logarithmic y-axes in both histograms: the eROSITA X-ray and SDSS-V-BHM sample will be about 100× larger than
any existing sample, spanning a wide range of redshift and luminosities. The pink shading at z > 4 highlights the
∼10× improvement in X-ray selected AGN sample sizes at high redshift.
the imminent eROSITA instrument (extended ROentgen Survey with an Imaging Telescope Array;
Predehl et al. 2014) aboard the Spektr-RG mission, set to launch in 2018 with both high sensitivity
and a large FOV, will discover as many new X-ray sources in its first twelve months as are known
today, after more than 50 years of X-ray astronomy. SDSS-V will provide optical spectroscopic
measurements (to about iAB < 21.5), including identifications and redshifts, of∼400,000 eROSITA
X-ray sources detected in the first 1.5 years of the all sky survey (i.e., those to a 0.5–2 keV flux
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limit of ∼2.5× 10−14 erg s−1 cm−2; see Figure 8 and Merloni et al. 2012). This sample will
comprise mainly quasars/AGN at high Galactic latitude, but it will also contain X-ray emitting
galaxy clusters and X-ray-bright stars (such as compact binaries and flaring late-type stars) in the
MW and nearby galaxies. In addition, SDSS-V’s BHM will characterize numerous serendipitous
discoveries, extreme and rare objects, transients, and other peculiar variables found in the eROSITA
survey (Merloni et al. 2012), and expand an optical+X-ray quasar sample with implications for
observational cosmological constraints (e.g., Risaliti & Lusso 2015). This combination of X-ray
discovery and optical characterization will provide a great leap forward in our description of the
X-ray sky, and it will reveal the connections between large, statistical populations of X-ray sources
and the cosmic structures in which they are embedded.
2.3. Local Volume Mapper
We have come to understand that galaxy formation must be a self-regulated process, with
energy exchange between stars and interstellar gas occurring at numerous points, both spatially
and temporally. For instance, we know that the rate of star formation (SF) scales with the density
of the gas on kiloparsec scales, but feedback and the enrichment of the ISM occurs on the scale
of individual stars. However, many of the observed stellar/gaseous correlations remain basically
empirical — their existence is well-established, but their physical origins are unclear.
SDSS-V’s Local Volume Mapper (LVM) will take on this problem by making global ISM
maps of Local Group galaxies with a resolution down to the physical scales from which the global
correlations arise. Figure 9 visualizes how the visible structure in the ISM qualitatively changes
at a resolution of 25 pc, below which 50-100 pc sized “clouds” can be separated into individual
resolved SF knots and the filamentary structures and shock networks between them. This resolu-
tion allows diffuse gas to be cleanly separated from ionization fronts and HII regions. IFU studies
of MW regions, like Orion, have resolved these structures, but only across arcminute-scale ar-
eas corresponding to a few parsecs (Sa´nchez et al. 2007; Weilbacher et al. 2015; McLeod et al.
2015). Connecting studies across the pc (sub-GMC) and kpc (galaxy-wide) scales is fundamental
to understanding the physics governing star formation, the structure and energetics of the ISM,
the baryon cycle, and ultimately, the evolution of galaxies. SDSS-V’s LVM will provide this high
resolution spectral mapping over large regions of multiple galactic disks, sampling the ISM across
a wide range of local galactic environment.
The LVM will provide optical IFU data able to resolve SF structures, giant molecular clouds,
HII regions, and young stellar clusters. These data will span the bulk of the MW disk at 0.1–1 pc
resolution, the whole LMC and SMC at 10 pc resolution, M31 and M33 at 20 pc resolution, and
Local Volume galaxies at ∼20–100 pc resolution,6 out to a distance of ∼ 5 Mpc (Figure 10). This
coverage will equal about one full steradian (∼3,300 deg2) of the sky; for comparison, the SDSS-
IV MaNGA survey (Bundy et al. 2015) spans about 0.5◦ deg2 across 104 low redshift galaxies, and
all of the single-fiber SDSS spectroscopy to date sums to only a few deg2 of sky. LVM will provide
as many spectra on the LMC as are contained in all of MaNGA’s objects taken together (∼106).
The LVM spectrographs will span 3600–10000A˚ at a resolving power of R∼ 4000. This sprawling
6We note that the exact sample of more distant objects is not yet finalized and will depend on further tuning of the
science case and survey strategy and priorities.
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Fig. 9.— The dynamic range of spatial scales sampled by LVM: Optical (V-band) and narrow band ([O III],
Hα , [S II]) imaging of the LMC (Smith et al. 2000). The sequence starts on the left at the 100 pc resolution typically
achieved by the best IFU data available today for external galaxies, and ends on the right with the resolution LVM will
achieve in the Milky Way. Note the qualitative change around 25 pc, when networks of shocks and ionization fronts
start to appear and then become resolved at <10 pc.
sky coverage will overlap with datasets providing complementary information at matched spatial
resolution. Stellar spectroscopy with accurate typing and abundances from previous APOGEE
observations and from SDSS-V itself (Figure 10 and Section 2.1) as well as resolved stellar pho-
tometry and CMDs (in the Magellanic Clouds, M31 & M33) will allow us to connect the structures
in the ISM to the radiation field and to individual sources of feedback. Far-IR, sub-mm, and ra-
dio surveys probing the dust and H2/H I phases of the ISM connect our observations to molecular
clouds and cold gas. X-ray catalogs (e.g., from eROSITA; Section 2.2) indicate the location of
X-ray binaries and other additional sources of interstellar ionization.
LVM’s extremely wide-field optical spectral mapping adds critical information about the ion-
ized ISM and integrated stellar populations to these complementary datasets, enabling a synthesis
of the local ↔ global physics in galaxy disks. The key science themes that will be addressed
include the connection between ionized gas, star formation, and feedback on multiple physical
scales; the extraction of maximum information from the union of resolved and integrated stellar
population data; and the geometric structure of the ionized and dusty ISM to better understand
chemical abundances and enrichment.
Within these themes, there are numerous outstanding science questions that can only be an-
swered by wide-area, wide-wavelength surveys. These range from understanding the energetics,
sinks, and sources of stellar feedback; the dependence of star formation on the local galactic en-
vironment (e.g., gas density and local shear); the life cycle of GMCs and star-forming complexes;
the co-evolution of stellar populations and the surrounding ISM; and the distribution of interstel-
lar metals at high spatial resolution, including the mixing of metals produced in supernovae and
AGB stars. LVM’s uniquely well-sampled 2D maps of the gas-phase properties of nearby galaxies
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Fig. 10.— The LVM footprint and sampling: In the center, the LVM survey footprint on the MW (blue) is shown
on top of the SDSS-V MWM target density map (Section 2.1). Zooming into the Orion region (lower right), we see an
image of ionized emission sampled at the LVM spaxel size (<0.1 pc) and individual stars with high-resolution SDSS-
III, -IV, and/or -V spectroscopy with APOGEE in yellow. For the LMC (left/center bottom), we see a continuum +
ionized emission image of the 30 Doradus star forming region, sampled at the 10 pc spaxel size LVM will deliver on
the Magellanic Clouds. The top panels show the LVM IFU field-of-view over a continuum image of M31. Statistical
samples of H II regions (green) observed at 20 pc resolution across M31, and at∼ 50 pc resolution across other nearby
galaxies, connect small scale physics and large scale galaxy evolution.
(including our own MW) will provide empirical constraints on the ISM at the “energy injection
scale”—the physical scale where stars return energy to their surroundings. These measurements
are critical for constraining theoretical models of star formation and feedback, as well as radiative
transfer modeling of ISM structures.
3. The Implementation of SDSS-V
3.1. Dual-Hemisphere Infrastructure and Instrumentation
SDSS-V will operate multiple telescopes and spectrographs in two hemispheres as a single
unified survey across the entire sky. At Apache Point Observatory (APO) in New Mexico sits the
2.5m Sloan Foundation Telescope (Gunn et al. 2006), the workhorse of past SDSS generations that
will remain dedicated to SDSS-V. At Las Campanas Observatory (LCO) in Chile, the Carnegie
Observatories’ 2.5m du Pont telescope (Bowen & Vaughan 1973) will be dedicated to SDSS-V for
&300 nights/year. To enable the ultra-wide field IFS mapping, SDSS-V will also use a suite of
smaller telescopes with apertures ranging from 1 m to 16 cm, to be set up at APO and LCO.
Both APO and LCO will each house a set of well-established survey instruments for SDSS-V:
a near-IR APOGEE spectrograph (300 fibers, R∼22,000, λ = 1.5− 1.7µm; Wilson et al. 2012);
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a large optical spectrograph (500 fibers, R∼2,000, λ = 360− 1000nm; Smee et al. 2013); and
three medium-resolution optical spectrographs feeding a large IFU (2000 fibers, R∼4,000, λ =
360− 1000nm). See Figure 1 for a schematic layout of these instruments. For the multi-object
spectroscopy used by the MWM and BHM, each 2.5m telescope will be able to observe up to
500 targets at a time, drawing on both the optical and IR multi-fiber spectrographs simultaneously.
SDSS-V will rely heavily on the proven SDSS observatory infrastructure, instrumentation, and
operations model, including the use of the near-IR APOGEE and optical BOSS spectrographs
for the MWM and BHM. Among the infrastructure innovations, however, are a new robotic fiber
positioning (RFP) system for these MOSs and an ultra-wide field IFS.
To meet the requirements for SDSS-V’s rapid exposure sequences and high target densities,
we will replace the current SDSS plug-plate fiber system on both telescopes with robotic position-
ers with 500 arms, 300 of which will hold both an optical and an IR fiber (the remaining 200 will
hold just an optical fiber). This system reduces the target reconfiguration time from 20 minutes
(by changing plug-plates, with the current system) to under 2 minutes. The fiber positioners can
account for atmospheric refraction more easily than drilled plates can, greatly increasing the avail-
able observing window for each field and boosting the survey efficiency. Target lists can also be
modified on short timescales to allow observations of transients and other targets of opportunity.
The LVM will use a new system that enables IFS over unprecedentedly large areas. It will
expand upon SDSS-IV’s existing MaNGA technology, producing an IFS unit based around lenslet-
array coupled, tightly packed, abuttable bundles of fibers (∼2000 at each site). These bundles will
feed a cluster of three multi-channel spectrographs at each observatory. The LVM instrument could
be fed from the Sloan 2.5m, du Pont 2.5m, or the small 1m–16cm telescopes. This flexibility leads
to a cascade of possible field sizes, between 1.6′ and 25′ in diameter, with each fiber subtending
between 2.7′′ and 37′′ on the sky. Trade studies are ongoing to optimize the exact cascade of
apertures and spaxel sizes for all different LVM targets. All of these hardware developments use
proven technology for rapid implementation by 2020.
3.2. Dual-Hemisphere Observations
The implementation of SDSS-V observations can be divided into two regimes: MOS on the
2.5-meter telescopes (MWM and BHM) and IFS, mostly on smaller telescopes (LVM). There
will be small differences in the MOS observations between LCO and APO, such as plate scale
(e.g., Zasowski et al. 2017), but significant effort will be put towards making data from the two
hemispheres as homogeneous as possible for the end user. Observations in both hemispheres, for
the three Mappers, will run almost entirely in parallel for the duration of the whole survey.
The survey planning for MOS observations is currently based on an exposure quantum of
texp ≈ 15 min (in contrast to the ≈1 hour exposures of SDSS-I through -IV). The details of texp
are still undergoing study and optimization, but the requirement of rapid, short exposure is clear:
it enables significantly higher survey efficiency over a wide range of target brightnesses. The
RFP system will support the rapid and flexible fiber (re-)allocations necessary for this increased
efficiency (see Figure 2 for the projected density of SDSS-V targets). Any given set of 500 MOS
targets can be scheduled for a combination of optical spectroscopy (up to 500 fibers) and/or IR
spectroscopy (up to 300 fibers). Repeat “visits” to the same field, where each “visit” is texp long,
will be used to a) increase the final density of targets by observing new sources, b) boost the
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S/N of source spectra by adding exposure time, regardless of the observing epoch, and c) obtain
time-resolved spectroscopy, where the temporal cadence matters (e.g., binary stars and quasar
variability). The joint availability of these options, enabled by the RFP and the fact that both MOS
instruments will share the focal plane at all times, opens up many paths to survey optimization.
As described in Section 3.1, the IFS observations of LVM will span a range of field sizes
and plate scales (up to 37′′ per spaxel), allowing flexible optimization of sensitivity versus spa-
tial resolution. Since these observations depend largely on the smaller SDSS-V telescopes, and
use a separate cluster of spectrographs, LVM will generally operate concurrently with BHM and
MWM in both hemispheres. The large-area components, such as the mapping of the MW disk and
Magellanic Clouds, will be on the smallest telescopes and will be as automated as possible. The
calibration scheme for the MW survey will be different from other IFS surveys, including the other
LVM components, because the large spatial extent of the targets covers the whole telescope FOV
and prevents simultaneous observations of sky and spectrophotometric standards. A novel cali-
bration strategy using simultaneous observations of calibration fields with a dedicated calibration
telescope will be adopted, the details of which are still being finalized.
3.3. What sets SDSS-V Apart? The 2020 Landscape of Spectroscopic Surveys
SDSS-V’s potential for multiplying the science to come from the Kepler, Gaia, TESS, and
eROSITA datasets is apparent from these missions’ summaries in Table 4. Kepler and TESS’s
magnitude ranges are very well matched to SDSS-V’s IR/APOGEE spectroscopy, with MWM
providing precise stellar parameters, abundances, and multi-epoch velocities (to ∼30 m s−1) for
their targets. SDSS-V’s optical/BOSS spectroscopy is well matched for the magnitude range of
unextinguished Gaia sources, providing basic spectroscopic characterization at the faint end and
excellent characterization at the bright end. The high optical extinction for most sources in the GGS
program at low Galactic latitudes means that most of the spectroscopic GGS targets (H < 11) span
the same optical magnitude range (14 < G < 19) as most of Gaia’s sources with sensibly precise
astrometry. While a good fraction of eROSITA’s detections made later in its multi-epoch X-ray
survey will be followed up from 4MOST, SDSS-V will perform the first uniform optical MOS
follow-up of hundreds of thousands of X-ray sources discovered in the first 1.5 years of eROSITA.
Wide-field Space Missions Enhanced by SDSS-V
Mission Science Goals / Data Products Timeframe Primary Mag Range
Kepler/K2
(transiting) exoplanets & stellar astrophysics
seismology from precision lightcurves
2009–2018 mV ∼ 7–17; selected fields
Gaia
positions, distances, motions from astrometry;
basic stellar parameters
2013–2020 mG ∼7–19; all-sky
TESS
(transiting) exoplanets & stellar astrophysics
seismology from precision lightcurves
2018–2022 mi ∼ 8–14; ∼all-sky
eROSITA X-ray fluxes & spectra 2018–2022
f0.5−2keV > 10−14
erg s−1 cm−2; ∼all-sky
Table 4: Surveys by (mostly imaging) space missions in 2020-2025 timeframe
SDSS-V is different from the array of current or imminent ground-based MOS surveys (Ta-
ble 5), enhancing them by opening up a unique part of “survey” parameter space. This bold claim
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requires quantification and discussion. First, we note that SDSS-V is not the optimal survey facility
for science with sources that are faint, are not very red (intrinsically or because of low extinction),
and do not call for multi-epoch or all-sky observations. Such science includes much of cosmol-
ogy, large-scale structure, high-redshift galaxy evolution, and detailed studies of substructure in
the Galactic halo. This science is at the heart of many of the surveys in Table 5, whose outstanding
design makes them better able to serve these science goals than SDSS-V can.
But when it comes to the scientific heart of SDSS-V’s multi-object spectroscopy — all-sky,
multi-epoch, dust-penetrating near-IR spectroscopy of many millions of targets — Table 5 shows
that SDSS-V has a clearly unique place: it is the only survey to come close to full 4pi sky coverage;
only it will cover the entire inner Galaxy at low latitudes, where most Galactic stars live; and only
it will have comprehensive multi-epoch observations across the sky. For many surveys, the science
goals argue against “covering the sky” with short exposures.
While Gaia has a spectroscopic survey component (with its RVS instrument), these data have
relatively small spectral coverage (only 10% the spectral resolution elements of each of SDSS-V’s
spectrographs), and its flux limit for high-quality spectra will be a factor of 100 brighter than for
SDSS-V’s optical stellar spectra. The WEAVE survey, starting a couple of years before SDSS-
V, will come closest to SDSS-V’s ambition and will form a crucial benchmark for SDSS-V to
build upon by, e.g., providing a well-established “ground truth” in small portions of the Galactic
plane. Starting toward the anticipated end of SDSS-V in 2024, 4MOST will provide important
complementary data in the form of deeper optical spectra, including a focus on the inner Galactic
disk and bulge. These facility comparisons show that SDSS-V will neither compete with nor follow
these surveys: it will focus on exploring a new and different regime.
Spectroscopic Survey Facilities by 2020–2025
Survey (facility) Ntarget Rspectra Nmulti λ [µm] Ωsky Nepoch Timeframe mprimary
SDSS-V 7×106 22,0002,000 500
1.51–1.7
0.37–1.0 4pi 1–174 2020–2024
mH . 13.4
mi . 20
Gaia (RVS) 8×106 11,000 — 0.85–0.87 4pi ∼60 2013–2020 mG . 12
Gaia-ESO 0.1×106 17,000 140 0.55 & 0.85 0.02pi ∼1 2013–2018 mG . 17
GALAH 0.8×106 28,000 400 0.40–0.85 pi , |b| ≥ 10 ∼1 2015–2020 mG . 13
WEAVE 0.8×106 5,00020,000 1000 0.37–0.9 ∼pi ∼1–2 2018–2023 mG . 19
DESI 4×107 3,000 5000 0.36–0.98 1.35pi , |b| ≥ 25◦ 1–4 2019–2024 mr . 23
LAMOST 8×106 1,800 4000 0.4–0.9 0.5pi ∼1 2010–2020 mG . 16
4MOST 10×106 5,00020,000
1600
800
0.4–0.9 1.5pi 1–2 2023–2028 mr . 22
mV . 16
APOGEE-1& 2 5×105 22,000 300 1.51–1.7 0.5pi ∼1–30 2011–2019 mH . 12.2
PFS 1×106 3,000 2400 0.4–1.6 0.05pi 1 2018–2021 mi . 23
MOONS 2×106 5,00020,000 1000 0.6–1.8 0.05pi 1 2020–2025
mg . 22
mH . 17
Table 5: Surveys by spectroscopic facilities in 2020–2025 timeframe. For each survey, the columns show anticipated
number of unique targets (Ntarget), spectral resolution (Rspectra), multiplex number of the MOS (Nmulti), wavelength
range (λ [µm]), sky coverage (Ωsky), timescale for survey, and approximate target magnitude range (mprimary). We
note that these parameters, especially mprimary, for many of the surveys are approximate, based on current public
documentation and comparable survey subprograms.
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3.4. Data, Collaboration and Science: the SDSS Legacy
SDSS-V aims to be the successor to the highly successful SDSS I–IV.7 The main science
programs that we have outlined here reflect the result of a nearly two-year process of open discus-
sion to identify science directions where 2m-class (or smaller) spectroscopic telescopes can pro-
duce transformational astrophysics. The science foci that this process identified offer enormous
promise, even as they signal a re-weighting of the cosmology and large-scale structure programs
that have heavily influenced the SDSS framework for the better part of 20 years. This evolution
makes sense: the frontier in those particular fields has moved to larger telescopes and other wave-
lengths, while stellar and galactic astrophysics have been rejuvenated, following, e.g., the Kepler
and (anticipated) TESS space photometry revolution.
While in its astrophysical core goals the transition to SDSS-V constitutes a larger change than
the gradual science evolution of SDSS I→IV, SDSS-V will continue in the scientific and collabora-
tive spirit that has made SDSS one of the leading international astronomical collaborations. These
basic operational tenets of our consortium of foundations, institutions, and individuals include:
fully open collaboration within the consortium, with no “reserved” data or topics for individuals
or sub-groups; inclusive co-authorship policies; high priority given to creating well-calibrated and
well-documented data sets, along with their regular release to the global science community; an
inclusive, collaborative climate that allows junior researchers to carry out high-impact SDSS sci-
ence and build their careers; a dedication to student research, education, and public outreach; and
an organically evolving consortium, with continual opportunities to evolve the science and survey
strategy.
SDSS’s success and influence in the astronomical community reflect both the high quality and
broad diversity of its data and the exemplary spirit and functioning of its collaboration. SDSS-V
is committed to continuing these traditions while making strides to further improve upon the sup-
portive environment and the diversity and inclusiveness of leadership roles within its organizational
structure.
4. The Path to SDSS-V: Project Development and Collaboration Building
In the tradition of its predecessors, SDSS-V is an ambitious survey with an ambitious time-
line for construction and implementation. Our goal is to begin operations at both APO and LCO
with our new RFP system and IFS instrumentation (Figure 1) at the end of SDSS-IV, currently
planned for mid-2020. We are planning a five-year survey, pending fund-raising success. In prac-
tical terms, this requires: 1) construction of two RFP systems to feed the BOSS and APOGEE
spectrographs; 2) construction of two large IFS bundles and their marriage to six spectrograph
banks; and 3) refining and finalizing our survey strategy and associated pipeline enhancements. To
meet this demanding schedule, we focus on known technological solutions (rather than designing
new systems) for much of the hardware described above.
Equally critical to the success of SDSS-V is the building of the SDSS-V scientific collabora-
7www.sdss.org
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tion — a world-wide network of institutions working together towards the goals described here.
The extraordinary science outlined above simply does not happen without the participation and
support of institutional partners. There are over 50 current partners in SDSS-IV, ranging from
associate institutions (with a restricted number of individual participant slots) to full institutional
members. As of the writing of this document, SDSS-V has early participation from 19 institu-
tional partners, including full membership from The Carnegie Observatories, MPIA, MPE, and the
University of Utah. Full membership affords every member of an institution full data rights to the
survey data and grants the institution a vote on the Advisory Council, the high-level body respon-
sible for decision-making in the survey. The cost of full membership in SDSS-V is $1.15M USD.
SDSS-V members (at all levels of membership) enjoy proprietary access to all survey data for a
period of two years. In addition to this access, members are crucial in the survey planning and
have access to the planet-wide collaboration network.
5. SDSS-V: A Pathfinder for Panoptic Spectroscopy
Several aspects of SDSS-V position it to pioneer high-quality panoptic spectroscopy: industrial-
scale, all-sky, multi-epoch spectroscopy, with ∆tepoch ranging from 20 minutes to 20 years; contigu-
ous wide-field IR spectroscopy to map the obscured Galaxy; optical IFS that covers an appreciable
fraction of the sky, etc. SDSS-V is also an important step on the path towards a spectroscopic coun-
terpart to LSST. Such a facility has been suggested and requested in numerous reports (e.g., Najita
et al. 2016; Ellis et al. 2017). This future system would have the light-gathering power of 8m wide-
field telescopes to reach many magnitudes deeper, thousands of fibers to survey the fainter sources
revealed by large telescopes, and a surveying speed and operations model that allows systematic,
all-sky time-domain spectroscopy not only of variable sources, but also of transient ones. While
SDSS-V is clearly focused on bright sources, we will work — both in the preparation and the
implementation of SDSS-V — towards enabling target-of-opportunity spectroscopy of transient
phenomena. The lessons learned from this pioneering survey will prove invaluable in planning for
the scientific merits and requirements for a spectroscopic counterpart to LSST.
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